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Conjugate gradient regularization under general
smoothness and noise assumptions
Gilles Blanchard and Peter Mathé
Abstract. We study noisy linear operator equations in Hilbert space under a self-adjoint
operator. Approximate solutions are sought by conjugate gradient type iteration, given
as Krylov-subspace minimizers under a general weight function. Solution smoothness
is given in terms of general source conditions. The noise may be controlled in stronger
norm. We establish conditions under which stopping according to a modified discrepancy
principle yields optimal regularization of the iteration. The present analysis extends much
of the known theory and reveals some intrinsic features which are hidden when studying
standard conjugate gradient type regularization under standard smoothness assumptions.
In particular, under a non-self adjoint operator, regularization of the associated normal
equation is a direct consequence from the main result and does not require a separate
treatment.
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1 Introduction, setup and main result
We shall analyze conjugate gradient (cg) type methods for solving (ill-posed)
equations
yı D T x C ı; (1.1)
for some bounded operator T WX ! Y between Hilbert spaces, and noisy data yı
with noise level ı > 0. The assumptions on the noise  will be rather general, and
we postpone discussion on this.
cg is originally designed for symmetric problems, i.e., when the operator gov-
erning the equation (1.1) is symmetric, self-adjoint and non-negative. To clearly
distinguish this from the general case, we shall denote the corresponding operator
by AWX ! X , and we thus consider the equation (in X ) given as
zı D Ax C ı: (1.2)
The first author was holding a position at the Weierstrass Institut for Applied Analysis and Stochas-
tics (Berlin) while carrying out this research.
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The operator A need not be injective, and the solution to (1.2) can only be recon-
structed for x 2 ker?.A/, the orthogonal complement of the kernel of A. Since A
is self-adjoint we have for the closure of the range that R.A/ D ker?.A/, and we
denote by Q the orthogonal projection onto R.A/.
The regularizing properties of the conjugate gradient iteration (cg) were first
studied in the ground-breaking work [11]. Here we base our outline on [1,
Chapter 7], and [2].
The classical conjugate gradient iteration (cg) minimizes the norm of the resid-
ual zıAx within corresponding Krylov-subspaces, i.e., the k-th iterate is given as
kzı  Axıkk D min¹kzı  Axk; x 2 Kk.zı ; A/º;
where the Krylov subspace Kk.zı ; A/ consists of all elements x 2 X of the form
x D Pk1jD0 cjAj zı . Thus the k-th cg iterate xık can be written as xık D gk.A/zı ;
where gk is a .k  1/-st order real polynomial.
1.1 Notation and convention for functional calculus
As a preliminary we recall very briefly the setting of functional calculus on op-
erators and state the notational conventions which we follow in the rest of the
paper. We let ¹E; 0    kAkº be the spectral resolution of the self-adjoint
semi-definite operator AWX ! X .
In the sequel we will at times consider piece-wise continuous functions f de-
fined on Œ0; kAk, taking real values in .0; kAk and whose value in 0 might be 1.
We will call such an f a generalized in 0 (in short g0) function, and denote fC its
restriction on .0; kAk. Given a g0 function f , assign the (possibly unbounded)
operator f .A/ as
hf .A/x; zi WD
Z kAk
0
f ./ d hEx; zi x; z 2 X;
with domain
D.f .A// WD
²
x;
Z kAk
0
f 2./dkExk2 < 1
³
 X:
If f .0/ D 1, then the latter integral is to be interpreted as being 1 if x has a non-
zero component on ker.A/, and otherwise as the integral over .0; kAk of the same
quantity; a similar convention applies for the first integral. The operator f .A/ is
bounded if the function f is bounded, otherwise, the mapping f .A/may give rise
to an unbounded operator in X . By allowing the possibility of f .0/ D 1 we
want to encompass different cases at once using the same notation, in particular
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whether or not a value of f .A/ is defined on ker.A/ when f has a singularity in
0C. In particular, a g0 function f will be said to be continuous in 0 if f .0/ D
limt!0C f .t/, encompassing both cases f .0/ < 1 and f .0/ D 1.
Observe that these refinements are only relevant for the case where A is not
injective. The reader wanting to avoid these details can assume safely that A is
injective (ker.A/ D ¹0º), and correspondingly skip discussions concerning the
value of such functions at the origin.
To give a familiar example, assume f .t/ D t1 for t > 0. If f .0/ D 1,
then f .A/ D A1, the usual inverse of A with domain R.A/; if f .0/ D 0, then
f .A/ D AC, the Moore–Penrose inverse of A, which coincides with the usual
inverse on its domain and is extended to take the value 0 on ker.A/. In general,
f .0/ < 1 , ker?.A/  D.f .A//.
1.2 General conjugate gradient type iteration
The classical cg approach extends to more general conjugate gradient type iter-
ation, and we consider cg(w), for an arbitrary weight function wW Œ0; kAk !
RC, such that wC is continuous and strictly positive. Given a weight w, for
which kw.A/zık < 1, conjugate gradient type iterations are derived from the
following minimization in a Krylov subspace:
kzı  Axıkk D min¹kw.A/.zı  Ax/k; x 2 Kk.zı ; A/º; (1.3)
Let us denote, as above, by
xık WD gk.A/zı ; k D 1; 2 : : : ; (1.4)
the corresponding minimizer in (1.3), where we recall that, by construction, gk.A/
is a .k  1/-st order polynomial. We also denote xı0 D 0 and g0 D 0. Since
kw.A/.zı  Axı
k
/k < 1 then
w.A/.zı  Axık/ D w.A/rk.A/zı D rk.A/ w.A/zı ; (1.5)
where we denote by rk./ WD 1  gk./, the residual polynomial of degree k.
Remark 1.1. The classical cg corresponds to the weight w0./ D 1. The value
of the weight at zero, w.0/, does not effect the minimization procedure, since if
w.0/ < 1 we have
kw.A/.zı  Ax/k2 D kw.A/.Qzı  Ax/k2 C w.0/2k.I Q/zık2:
The last summand is constant, and hence the minimizer in (1.3) is the same as the
one of kw.A/.Qzı  Ax/k. To sum up, only wC matters for the definition of the
cg iterations, and without loss of generality we can assume w.0/ D 0.
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Observe that the generated polynomials are different for different data zı , which
makes cg(w) a non-linear iteration, and complicates the analysis.
Remark 1.2. If the data zı are degenerate in the sense that the measure dkEzık2
has only a finite number  of non-zero points of increase, then for k >  the
residuals kzı  Axı
k
k remain constant, and the polynomials gk are not uniquely
defined from iteration  on. We shall carry out the minimization along with some
stopping criterion, a version of the discrepancy principle, and it will be clear from
the discussions in Remarks 1.7 and 3.1 that the procedure will stop before iteration
. If this degenerate situation does not present itself, we define  D 1.
1.3 General smoothness
We consider the following general notion of smoothness. We assume that there is
an increasing continuous function  W Œ0; kAk ! RC;  .0/ D 0, for which
x 2 H WD ¹ .A/v; kvk  1º  ker?.A/; (1.6)
the image of the unit ball in X under the mapping  .A/; the set H is dense in
ker?.A/.
Remark 1.3. A crucial observation, made recently in [5], asserts that each ele-
ment x 2 ker?.A/ has a certain amount of smoothness, meaning that there exists
a function  satisfying the above conditions and such that x 2 H . Low smooth-
ness corresponds to concavity of the function  , and it was shown in [6] that such
a choice is always possible. This fact will gain importance later.
For the later analysis we agree upon the following notion.
Definition 1.4. Let f; gW .0; kAk ! RC be two positive functions. The func-
tion f is said to be majorized by g if the function g=f is non-decreasing. We
shall denote this by1 f  g, or (with some abuse of notation) f ./  g./.
Specifically, in case that g./ WD  we say that f is majorized by the power 
(f ./  ). A function is said to be majorized by a power if it is majorized by
the power  for some  > 0.
Typically, if f and g are g0 functions, we will consider this type of relation for
their restrictions fC; gC on .0; kAk.
1 This defines a partial ordering. For monomials f ./ D ; g./ WD  we have f  g if and
only if   . Thus, the faster the function decays to zero (as  ! 0) the more it is majorizing.
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It is easy to see that if f is a concave function defined on Œ0; kAk, with f .0/ 
0, then fC is majorized by the power one (fC./  1). Further relevant prop-
erties of such functions are postponed to Section 3. We stress however here the
important property that if f; g are g0 functions, fC  gC implies .D.f .A// \
ker?.A//  .D.g.A// \ ker?.A//, since for any x 2 ker?.A/:
kg.A/xk2 D
Z kAk
0C
g2./dkExk2 

g.kAk/
f .kAk/
2 Z kAk
0C
f 2./dkExk2
D

g.kAk/
f .kAk/
2
kf .A/xk2 :
Finally, throughout the study, we assign to any g0 function f the related real
function
‚f ./ WD f ./; 0 <   kAk: (1.7)
Observe that the value of f in zero does not change the above definition, which
effectively only depends on fC.
1.4 General noise assumption
We impose the following general assumption concerning the noise under the mo-
del (1.2).
Assumption 1. There is a (bounded or unbounded) closed operator such that
kL.zı  Ax/k  ı: (1.8)
For the subsequent analysis we need to relate the above operator L to the op-
erator A governing the equation (1.2), using a function %, and we introduce the
following set of assumptions.
Assumption 2. The g0 function % is such that its restriction function %C on
.0; kAk ! RC is non-negative, non-increasing, continuous, % is continuous in
zero, and the related function ‚% from (1.7) is non-decreasing.
Using the majorization from Definition 1.4 we can reformulate the above as-
sumption as 1  %C./  1 and %C continuous. This is accompanied with the
pair of complementary link conditions.
Assumption 3.
k%.A/zk  kLzk; z 2 D.L/: (1.9)
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In view of condition (1.8), and under Assumption 3 we have that
k%.A/.zı  Ax/k  ı:
We mention the following instances. If %.0/ D 1, then necessarily we have that
zı 2 ker?.A/. If on the other hand %.0/ D %0 < 1, then it is easy to see that
%0 > 0 (by monotonicity, strict positivity and continuity in 0), and
ı2  k%.A/.zı  Ax/k2 D %20k.I Q/zık2 C k%.A/.Qzı  Ax/k2; (1.10)
and hence %0k.I Q/zık  ı. Since %0 > 0, this means that the size of the noise
component in the kernel is limited.
Such functions % from above are not unique. For instance, in the classical case
when L D IX any non-increasing continuous and bounded (by one) % will do.
Thus, the ’maximal’ functions will be of interest. These need not exist in general,
but the next assumption will ensure that we are in this situation, and the conver-
gence rates will depend on such %.
Assumption 4. There is a constant 0 < m  1 for which
mkLzk  k%.A/zk; z 2 D.%.A//: (1.11)
Remark 1.5. Assumption 1 implies in particular that zı  Ax 2 D.L/. The
assumption %./  1 (Assumption 2) implies Ax 2 D.A1/  D.%.A//.
Assumption 3 implies D.L/  D.%.A//. So, Assumptions 1–3 taken together
imply zı 2 D.%.A// and thus also xı
k
2 D.%.A//. Additionally, Assumption 4
implies the converse D.%.A//  D.L/.
1.5 The stopping criterion
Here we shall consider the following modification of the usual discrepancy princi-
ple to the present noise situation. Let L be given as in (1.8).
Definition 1.6. Given 	 > 1 we let the discrepancy parameter choice kDP be the
smallest k  0 for which
kL.zı  Axık/k  	ı:
Remark 1.7. First, under Assumptions 1–4, and ifm	 > 1 then the number kDP is
well-defined: To this end let  denote the index until which the minimization steps
from (1.3) are well-defined, see the discussion in Remark 3.1. If  < 1 then we
have that Qzı D Axı , and hence that
kL.zı  Axı/k D kL.I Q/zık 
1
m
k%.A/.I Q/zık:
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If .I  Q/zı D 0 then kDP  . In the remaining case, when %0 < 1 and
.I Q/zı ¤ 0 then by (1.10) we have
k%.A/.I Q/zık D %0
m
k.I Q/zık  ı
m
< 	ı:
Thus, if the number  from Remark 3.1 is finite, then kDP  . Otherwise, if  D
1, then this can be seen from Lemma 4.1, and the fact that ˛k & 0 as k ! 1.
Since we have to assume that m	 > 2 below, we need to know a lower bound
for the constant m in order to choose 	 suitably. This poses no problem if L is an
explicit function of A, as e.g., for the classical case L D I , since there m D 1.
1.6 Main results
From the discussion in §1.2–1.4 we have three functions which are important for
the subsequent analysis, the weight w describing the conjugate gradient type iter-
ation, % controlling the noise, and  for the solution smoothness.
We state the following result on order optimal reconstruction, and we refer
to [7]. To this end we consider the modulus of continuity of the Moore–Penrose
inverse AC, given as
!%.A
C;M; ı/ WD sup¹kxk; x 2 M; k%.A/Axk  ıº; ı > 0: (1.12)
Furthermore, ‚% is defined according to (1.7), using f WD % . Since %C and
 are continuous, so is ‚% . We have ‚% D  ‚%; since t1  %C.t/, ‚%
is non-negative and non-decreasing and has therefore a non-negative limit in 0C.
Since  is continuous, increasing with  .0/ D 0, we conclude that ‚% is also
continuous strictly increasing, with limit 0 in 0C, and therefore has a well-defined
inverse ‚1% enjoying these same properties.
Fact 1. Suppose that the noise is controlled as in (1.8), and that Assumptions 1–4
hold. The best possible reconstruction accuracy valid uniformly over H equals
!%.A
C;H ; ı/ and this obeys
!%.A
C;H ; ı/   .‚1% .ı//; ı ! 0;
provided that the function  is majorized by some power.
Thus, the question we tackle below is whether cg, or cg(w), stopped appropri-
ately, can provide this optimal order of reconstruction.
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Main Result. Consider xı
k
from cg(w). Suppose Assumptions 1–4 hold and as-
sume %C  wC. Let 	; m	 > 2, be a numerical constant and kDP be the iteration
picked by the discrepancy principle from Definition 1.6.
If the solution x 2 H for a function  , such that  C./  , then there is
a constant C D C.;m; 	/ < 1 such that for xı
kDP
we have that
kx  xıkDPk  C.;m; 	/ .‚1% .ı//:
For the sake of coherence, let us check that all quantities in the above result
are well-defined. Namely, under Assumptions 1–4, it holds that zı 2 D.%.A//
(see Remark 1.5), and thus also zı 2 D.w.A// under the assumption %C  wC.
Hence both the algorithm and the stopping criterion are well-defined.
We mention a few consequences of the above general result.
The first consequence goes back to [12] within the traditional setup.
Corollary 1.8. Consider xı
k
from cg(w). Suppose Assumptions 1–4 hold and as-
sume %C  wC. Let 	; m	 > 2, be a numerical constant and kDP be the iteration
picked by the discrepancy principle from Definition 1.6.
For each x 2 ker?.A/ we have that
kx  xıkDPk ! 0; as ı ! 0:
Proof. It was mentioned in Remark 1.3 that for each element there is a concave
function , .0/ D 0, such that x 2 H . Such function is majorized by the power
1 ( C./  1), see the end of §1.3. Therefore, we can use the main result. Since
 .‚1% .ı// ! 0 as ı ! 0, this implies the result.
The second consequence concerns the optimality properties of cg(w) for non-
symmetric equations (1.1), by using the normal equations
T yı D T T x C ıT : (1.13)
We shall use cg(w) based on A WD T T , the data zı D T yı , and the classical
discrepancy principle, i.e., the smallest k for which kyı  T xı
k
k  	ı.
Corollary 1.9. Let yı be given from (1.1) and assume the noise model kyı 
T xk  ı. Consider xı
k
from cg(w), based on the operator A WD T T . Let
	 > 2, be a numerical constant and kDP be the iteration picked by the classical
discrepancy principle. If the solution x 2 H for a function  , such that  C 
, then there is a constant C D C.; 	/ < 1 such that for xı
kDP
we have that
kx  xıkDPk  C.; 	/ . Q‚1 .ı//;
where Q‚ ./ WD
p
 ./; 0 <   kT T k.
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Proof. For the classical non-symmetric case from (1.1), the operator
U WD .T T /1=2T WY ! X
can be seen to be a (bounded linear partial) isometry (elementary operator in the
sense of [3]). Denoting QY the orthogonal projector on ker?.T /, we have for
any y 2 Y the identity kUyk D kQY yk.
Denote ı0 D k.I QY /yık. We have
ı2 D ı20 C kQY .yı  T x/k2 D ı20 C kU.yı  T x/k2
D ı20 C k.T T /1=2T .yı  T x/k2
D ı20 C kL.zı  Ax/k2;
where we have posed A WD T T , L WD A1=2, and zı WD T yı .
Introduce additionally Qı, defined as Qı2 WD ı2  	2ı20 . Since 	 > 1, from the
above display we deduce that kL.zı  Ax/k  Qı . We shall use the main result
with A;L; zı as defined above, m D 1, and the function %.x/ D x1=2. The
stopping criterion used in the main result is the smallest k such that
kL.zı  Axık/k2 D kQY .yı  T xık/k2  	2 Qı2 D 	2ı2  k.I QY /yık2;
and is therefore equivalent to the classical discrepancy principle. The function Q‚ 
is exactly ‚% , and the conclusion of the main result yields (since Qı  ı)
kx  xıkDPk  C.;m; 	/ . Q‚1 . Qı//  C.;m; 	/ . Q‚1 .ı//:
We postpone discussion of the above results to Section 2. However, in the spe-
cial case thatw as well as are power functions, then the discussion in Remark 4.5
reveals that the statement of Corollary 1.9 holds for the extended range 	 > 1,
which is the natural assumption in that context.
The outline of the material is as follows. We start with a discussion of the as-
sumptions and related issues of interest in Section 2. We then present auxiliary
results, which are essentially known and standard in the analysis of conjugate gra-
dient type iteration, in Section 3. We turn to proving the main result in Section 4,
by starting from the fundamental error decomposition, Proposition 4.3. The main
result is then proved in §4.2.
2 Discussion
Here we shall discuss several issues concerned with the setup and/or with applica-
tions of the results to specific situations. We first provide discussion on the setup
presented in §1.2–1.5.
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2.1 General conjugate gradient type iterations
The introduction of cg(w) with a general weight function appears to be new. As
mentioned in Remark 1.1, the classical cg is obtained with w0./ D 1. More
generally, Hanke [2] considers weight functions wn./ WD .n1/=2, which leads
to conjugate gradient type iteration with parameter n. For integers n this leads to
implementable cg(n) procedures. Otherwise, for general weights w the procedure
cg(w) is well-defined, at least until the number  from Remark 3.1, but may hardly
be implemented. However, as the analysis reveals, we do not need any specific
properties of the weights to derive the results, and therefore we find it convenient
to take this general point of view.
2.2 General smoothness
The analysis of cg(w) under general smoothness seems to be given here for the
first time. Previous results for cg(n), as presented in [1, 2] are special instances of
the ones given here. In particular, the present approach allows to analyze cg for
severely ill-posed problems, i.e., when smoothness is logarithmic. As a specific
flavor of this general smoothness we were able to deduce Corollary 1.8 without
any additional efforts.
We emphasize one specific point. The concept of majorization, as given in
Definition 1.4 proves important. Below, property (3.11) will play the role of
a qualification of regularization; it can only be established for monomials, and
the majorization will allow us to extend this to other smoothness, see Lemma 3.5,
below. This is no restriction for low smoothness; however, this excludes the
consideration of mildly ill-posed problems when smoothness is exponential, as
e.g.  ./ D ea=;  > 0 for some a > 0. The treatment of such type of ill-
posed problems is scarce.
2.3 General noise
The setting from §1.4 is abstract. It can be seen from Assumptions 1–4, that reg-
ularization was achieved only for noise assumptions stronger than L D IX , i.e.,
in general the operator L needs to be unbounded, and this is reflected in Assump-
tion 2 by requiring that %1 WD 1  %  1 DW %0, resulting in the extremal
cases
L D IX : This is the usual error criterion for self-adjoint ill-posed problems in
Hilbert space under bounded deterministic noise.
L WD A1: This is a rather strong assumption, as not arbitrary data zı 2 X are
possible. Instead, necessarily we have that zı 2 R.A/, and this yields
that the reconstruction problem behaves well-posed.
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The noise model for %0 is the ordinary one for self-adjoint operator equations. The
noise model %1 requires that the observed data are smooth, i.e., zı 2 R.A/, and
this means that zı 2 D.AC/, the domain of the Moore–Penrose inverse. A look
at the modulus of continuity from (1.12) reveals that for this noise model we have
!%1.A
C;H ; ı/  ı, which corresponds to well-posedness of the problem, and
the reconstruction ACzı is (up to a constant) optimal.
We emphasize that there is no regularization under “large noise” within the
model (1.2). This specific situation occurs only for the non-symmetrized equation
and it is a result of symmetrization, see §2.5 for details.
The regularizing properties of cg(w) (under the discrepancy principle) can only
be established for weights w which are properly related to the operator L. We
shall therefore give a brief motivation for the Assumptions 3 and 4, here. We start
from (1.5), which formally can be rewritten as
kw.A/rk.A/zık D kw.A/L1 Lrk.A/zık;
under the noise assumption. Thus, if kw.A/L1WX ! Xk is bounded then we
have that
kw.A/rk.A/zık  kw.A/L1WX ! Xk 	 kL.zı  Axık/k:
It is known that the boundedness of the composition w.A/L1 is equivalent to
requiring that there is some constant C < 1 for which
kw.A/xk  CkLxk; x 2 D.L/: (2.1)
Thus Assumptions 3 and 4, together with the subsequent requirement that %  w
will ensure that (2.1) holds. The iterates xı
k
are the same if we multiply the weight
w by a constant, since the orthogonal polynomials do not change. Therefore, it
is natural to assume the constant C D 1 in Assumption 3. The complementary
Assumption 4 allows to identify ‘maximal’ noise models %.
2.4 General discrepancy principle
We used a generalization of the discrepancy principle, which suits the present noise
model. Of course, for the classical case L D IX this coincides with the ordinary
discrepancy principle.
The restriction for 	 in the main result to ensure that m	 > 2 seems artificial.
Indeed, as will be discussed in Remark 4.5, in many cases this can be relaxed to the
standard requirement thatm	 > 1. We formulated the more restrictive assumption
in order to avoid additional requirements on % and w.
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We mention that other parameter choice can also be considered, as e.g. the
Lepskiı˘ balancing principle. However, this is not convenient for iterative regular-
ization, since this starts from the last iteration step.
The use of other stopping criteria for cg type iterations under general noise
assumptions is an open issue (results in this direction for linear regularization will
be published in the forthcoming study [8]).
2.5 The non-symmetric equation
We already indicated in Corollary 1.9 why the classical case of a non-symmetric
equation (1.1) under the noise model kyı  T xk  ı is a special instance of the
present setup. This extends as follows. For non-symmetric equations (1.1) the
noise model %0./ D 1 leads to the weak noise model
kT .yı  T xık/k D kzı  T T xıkk  ı: (2.2)
Such a noise model was, to the best of our knowledge, first considered in [10], and
called ‘large noise’ there. Thus, the standard error control assumption for the sym-
metric equation (1.2) corresponds to the error control under the weak noise model
for the non-symmetric equation (1.1). While the latter situation was not explicitly
considered before in studies concerning cg, through this correspondence existing
results obtained for the symmetric equation under the standard noise model (for
example in [2]) therefore imply it as a corollary.
2.6 Treating weaker noise
It was mentioned in §2.3 that for the symmetric equation, noise which is weaker
than zı 2 X cannot be treated. In the non-symmetric case, the extension to treat
weak noise appears as a result of the symmetrization (1.13). Analogously, we
could also apply (powers of) A to equation (1.2), resulting for instance in
Azı D A2x C ı:
By doing so, we could treat weaker noise in the symmetric case, requiring that
Azı 2 X , only, but basing conjugate gradient type iterations on the operator A2.
This is a common approach, and for linear regularization this is called general
linear regularization, sometimes. We refer to [13], and the recent treatment for
weak noise in [8].
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3 Auxiliary results
In the analysis we shall need a series of auxiliary results, many of those have
their origin in the original monographs [1, 2]. However, to make this study easier
accessible, we capture some of the crucial ideas.
3.1 Functions which are majorized by some power
We first elaborate of some convenient consequences of functions majorized by
some power according to Definition 1.4. The restriction to classes of functions
which are bounded by some power has technical reasons. Restricting the analysis
to such class provides us with some convenient tools.
If q > 1 is any real number and if  ./  , then
 .q/  q ./  q .q/; 0 <   kAk=q:
Functions with such bound control are often said to obey a 
2-condition. The
class of such functions is closed under point-wise multiplications, in particular, if
 ./   then ‚ ./  C1. This class is however not invariant with respect
to taking inverse, as shows the example  ./ D log1 1=; 0 <  < 1.
Finally, with  D ‚ .s/, the identity

 .‚1 .//
D ‚ .s/
 .s/
D s D ‚1 ./
shows that the composition obeys  ı‚1 ./  1.
3.2 Residual polynomials and general calculus
From now on we fix some weight function w, and hence consider iterates accord-
ing to cg(w), as introduced in Section 1. The major properties for the analysis of
the conjugate gradient iteration are sketched as follows.
If the measure
dm./ WD dkEw.A/zık2 D w2./dkEzık2 (3.1)
is finite, i.e.,
R kAk
0 w
2./dkEzık2 D kw.A/A1=2zık2 < 1 then there is a se-
quence r1; r2; : : : of orthogonal polynomials with respect to the measure m, each
of them obeys rk.0/ D 1, and rk has degree equal to k. Such polynomials can be
represented as rk./ D 1  gk./. These are the functions gk used to assign xık
as in (1.4).
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Under the more restrictive assumption kw.A/zık < 1 the orthogonal poly-
nomials rk enjoy the following optimality property: For each k, the orthogonal
polynomial rk , which realizes the minimum in (1.3) is minimal among all polyno-
mials ' 2 …k of degree k with '.0/ D 1, i.e., we have that
krk.A/w.A/zık  k'.A/w.A/zık; ' 2 …k; '.0/ D 1:
Remark 3.1. The sequence r1; r2; : : : ; rk , of orthogonal polynomials is well-
defined for k smaller than the number  of points of increase of the measure m
from (3.1), only. If  < 1 then we can use the discussion from [2, p. 11, after
eq. (2.12)], applied to n D 1, and data y WD w.A/zı to see that regardless of the
weight w we have that Qzı D Axı .
The follow-up discussion, in particular in §3.3, is concerned with k  , only.
We mention the following simple calculus which proves useful in the analysis.
If f 2 L2.R; dkEw.A/zk2/ and if z 2 X then for " > 0 and non-decreasing
function  we have that
Z kAk
"
f 2./dkEw.A/zk2  1
2."/
Z kAk
"
f 2./2./dkEw.A/zk2;
which rewrites as
k.I E"/f .A/w.A/zk  1
."/
k.I E"/f .A/.A/w.A/zk:
Below, for any positive g0 function f we denote
ı
Œf 
k
WD kf .A/.zı  Axık/k; k D 1; 2 : : : ; (3.2)
the k-th f -discrepancy of xı
k
under cg(w).
3.3 Properties of orthogonal polynomials on the real line
We turn to important properties of real orthogonal polynomials on the real line.
For each 1  k   the polynomial rk has zeroes
0 < 1;k < 2;k < 	 	 	 < k;k  kAk;
hence rk and its derivative satisfy
rk./ D
kY
jD1

1  
j;k

and jr 0k.0/j D
kX
jD1
1
j;k
; k D 1; 2; : : : ; (3.3)
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which implies jr 0
k
.0/j1  1;k , and also jr 0k.0/j1  kAk=k; k D 1; 2 : : : .
We mention that the zeroes of subsequent orthogonal polynomials are interlacing,
see [1, Appendix A.2], and hence jr 0
k
.0/j < jr 0
kC1.0/j; k D 1; 2; : : : . We will also
use the convention 1;0 D 1; r0 
 1.
Moreover, on the interval Œ0; 1;k the polynomial rk obeys that 0  rk./  1,
and it is decreasing and convex on this interval. The reciprocals of the quantities
jr 0
k
.0/j will be used throughout, and we agree to abbreviate
˛k WD jr 0k.0/j1; k D 1; 2; : : : : (3.4)
Along with the residual polynomials rk we also consider the update polynomi-
als (of degree k  1) for 1  k  :
uk./ WD rk1./  rk./

;  2 R;
and the differences
k WD r 0k1.0/  r 0k.0/  0: (3.5)
Since the zeroes of rk and rk1 are interlacing it follows that the zeroes Nj;k1,
j D 1; : : : ; k  1, of uk interlace with the ones of rk1 in the form
0 < 1;k1 < N1;k1 < 	 	 	 < k1;k1 < Nk1;k1:
Together with (3.5) this shows that
0  uk./  k; 0 <   1;k1: (3.6)
The following identity is taken from [1, eq. (7.16)] (generalized, and in slightly
modified notation), where ıŒw
k
is as in (3.2): For each weight w we have that
kuk.A/A1=2w.A/zık2 D kŒ.ıŒwk1/2  .ıŒwk /2; (3.7)
which, in turn, yields that
kuk.A/A1=2w.A/zık  pkıŒwk1: (3.8)
This allows to prove
Lemma 3.2. For each k  1 and 0 < "  1;k1 we have that
kı
Œw
k1  kkE"w.A/zık C
1p
"k
kı
Œw
k1: (3.9)
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Proof. Since uk.0/=k D 1, and since the polynomials uk have degree k  1, the
optimality properties (1.3) of the polynomials rk yield that
kı
Œw
k1 D kkrk1.A/w.A/zık  kuk.A/w.A/zık
 kE"uk.A/w.A/zık C k.I E"/uk.A/w.A/zık
 kkE"w.A/zık C 1p
"
kuk.A/A1=2w.A/zık
 kkE"w.A/zık C 1p
"k
kı
Œw
k1;
where we used (3.6) and (3.8); this completes the proof of the lemma.
3.4 Bounding the noise propagation
From the properties of orthogonal polynomials as outlined in §3.3, and with the
above notation, we can derive the following technical result, which allows to con-
trol the noise propagation. We refer to [7] for general linear regularization.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that % is a g0 function satisfying Assumption 2, i.e., %C is
a non-increasing continuous function on .0; kAk such that ‚% is non-decreasing,
and % is continuous in 0 in the generalized sense. Then
sup
01;k
jgk./j 1
%./
 1
‚%.˛k/
; k D 1; 2; : : : :
Proof. It follows from the convexity of the residual polynomials rk on the interval
Œ0; 1;k that
gk./ D 1  rk./

 jr 0k.0/j D
1
˛k
:
We distinguish between cases. If 0 <   ˛k then we use that 1=% is non-
decreasing, and we have that
jgk./j 1
%./
 1
˛k
1
%.˛k/
D 1
‚%.˛k/
:
If  D 0, we take the limit in 0C of the above expression, using the continuity
of % in 0 (if %.0/ D 1, this reasoning is still valid as gk.0/ ¤ 0). Otherwise, if
˛k    1;k then we use that gk./ D 1  rk./ 2 Œ0; 1, and we bound
jgk./j 1
%./
D jgk./j 1
%./
 1
‚%.˛k/
:
This completes the proof.
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3.5 How cg(w) takes smoothness into account
Based on the above orthogonality relation the following functions prove important,
namely
'k./ WD rk./

1;k
1;k  
1=2
; 0 <   1;k; k  1:
These resemble properties of qualification of linear regularization schemes, as will
be evident from (3.11) and Lemma 3.5. The following estimate for ıŒ%
k
from (3.2),
is fundamental, and can be seen as an extension of [2], eq. (3.8).
Lemma 3.4. Let xı
k
be obtained from cg(w), with 1  k  . Let % be a g0
function. If %C  wC then
ı
Œ%
k
D k%.A/.zı  Axık/k  kE1;k'k.A/%.A/zık: (3.10)
Proof. We first decompose
k%.A/.zı  Axık/k2 D k%.A/rk.A/zık2
D kQ%.A/rk.A/zık2 C k.I Q/%.A/rk.A/zık2
D %.0/2kQzık2 C k.I Q/%.A/rk.A/zık2 ;
where, in the case of %.0/ D 1, the first term is to be interpreted as 1 ifQzı ¤ 0
and 0 otherwise. Similarly,
kE1;k'k.A/%.A/zık2 D %.0/2kQzık2 C k.I Q/E1;k'k.A/%.A/zık2:
To establish the result, we are therefore reduced to compare the respective second
terms of the above decompositions. Since 1  k  , the polynomial rk./
1;k is
of degree k  1 and is orthogonal to rk with respect to the measure m defined in
(3.1), implying
Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./

1;k   dkEw.A/z
ık2
D
Z 1
1;k
r2k ./

  1;k dkEw.A/z
ık2 
Z 1
1;k
r2k ./ dkEw.A/zık2:
This leads to the following bound:
Z 1
1;k
r2k ./%
2./dkEzık2 
%2.1;k/
w2.1;k/
Z 1
1;k
r2k ./dkEw.A/zık2
 %
2.1;k/
w2.1;k/
Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./

1;k  dkEw.A/z
ık2:
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We conclude that
k.I Q/%.A/rk.A/zık2
D
Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./%
2./ dkEzık2 C
Z 1
1;k
r2k ./%
2./ dkEzık2

Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./%
2./dkEzık2C
%2.1;k/
w2.1;k/
Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./

1;k  dkEw.A/z
ık2

Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./%
2./dkEzık2 C
Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./
%2./
w2./

1;k  dkEw.A/z
ık2
D
Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./ dkE%.A/zık2 C
Z 1;k
0C
r2k ./

1;k   dkE%.A/z
ık2
D k.I Q/E1;k'k.A/%.A/zık2;
where the latter equality uses the construction of the function 'k .
We return to properties of the functions 'k . These function obey that 0 
'k./  1, and, see [1, (7.8)], we have
'2k./  ˛k; 0 <   1;k;  > 0; (3.11)
with ˛k as in (3.4). Again, this has the following extension.
Lemma 3.5. Let the positive non-decreasing function  be majorized by the power
  0, i.e. ./   . Then
'2k././  .˛k/; 0 <   1;k; (3.12)
and, for any v 2 X with kvk  1 we have that
kE1;k'k.A/A.A/vk  .2 C 2/C1‚.˛k/:
Proof. For the first assertion we use the monotonicity of  to see that '2
k
././ 
.˛k/ for   ˛k . Otherwise, if  > ˛k then we use (3.11) to bound
'2k././ D '2k./
./

 ˛k .˛k/
˛k

D .˛k/;
which proves (3.12) in either case.
For the second estimate we rewrite
kE1;k'k.A/A.A/vk D kE1;k'k.A/‚.A/vk:
Since  is majorized by the power , the function ‚ is majorized by the power
 C 1, and we apply (3.12) with the function  0 WD ‚2

 2C2.
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4 Error decomposition and proof of the main results
The steps to derive order optimal error bounds for cg(w) follow the development
in [1, Chapter 7]. Thus, we shall find a suitable bound for the k-th %-discrepancy
from (3.2), which allows to provide an error decomposition, resembling the typical
decomposition into regularization error (bias) and noise propagation (variance).
4.1 Error decomposition
We start with bounding the discrepancy for x 2 H . Here, the function ‚% ,
see (1.7) with f WD % , proves important.
Lemma 4.1. Let xı
k
be obtained from cg(w). Suppose Assumptions 1–3 hold. If
x 2 H , for a function  which is majorized by the power  . ./  / then
we have
ı
Œ%
k
D k%.A/.zı  Axık/k  ı C .2C 2/C1‚% .˛k/; k D 1; 2; : : : :
Proof. We use Lemma 3.4; recall (see Remark 1.5) that by assumption on %, Ax 2
D.%.A//, allowing us to write
k%.A/.zı  Axık/k  kE1;k'k.A/%.A/.zı  Ax/k C kE1;k'k.A/%.A/Axk
 ı C kE1;k'k.A/%.A/Axk; (4.1)
using that 'k./ 2 Œ0; 1 for  2 Œ0; 1;k. Under x 2 H we have that %.A/Ax 2
H‚% . The function ‚% is majorized by the power C 1, and an application of
Lemma 3.5 yields that
kE1;k'k.A/%.A/Axk  .2C 2/C1‚% .˛k/:
The proof is complete.
We continue and provide an intermediate error decomposition, using the k-th
%-discrepancy from (3.2).
Lemma 4.2. Let xı
k
D gk.A/zı be obtained from cg(w), 1  k  , and let 1;k
be the smallest zero of the corresponding polynomial rk . SupposeAssumptions 1–3
hold.
For dk WD max¹ı; ıŒ%k º, and for 0 < "  1;k we have that
kx  xıkk  kE"xk C
2
‚%."/
dk C 1
‚%.˛k/
ı: (4.2)
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Proof. For any " > 0 we can bound
kx  xıkk  kE".x  xık/k C k.I E"/.x  xık/k; (4.3)
and we bound both summands, separately. The first summand from (4.3) is bound-
ed as follows. Although the polynomial gk is obtained at data zı we shall apply
this formally to ’exact’ data z WD Ax, i.e., we let Oxk WD gk.AI zı/z: With this
notation we bound
kE".x  xık/k  kE".x  Oxk/k C kE". Oxk  xık/k
D kE"rk.AI zı/xk C kE"gk.AI zı/.z  zı/k: (4.4)
The first summand on the right above is bounded by kE"xk for 0 < " < 1;k , and
it remains to bound the last summand on the right. To this end we use Lemma 3.3
to conclude that
kE"gk.AI zı/.z  zı/k D
 Z "
0
g2
k
.I zı/
%2./
%2./dkE.z  zı/k2
 1
2
 1
‚%.˛k/
k%.A/.z  zı/k  1
‚%.˛k/
ı:
The second summand on the right in (4.3) can be treated as
k.I E"/.x  xık/k 
1
‚%."/
k.I E"/%.A/.Ax  Axık/k
 2
‚%."/
max¹ı; ıŒ%
k
º:
Overall this results in the bound as stated.
We turn to the major error decomposition, a consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and
4.2. Recall the sequence ˛k from (3.4), and ıŒ%k from (3.10).
Proposition 4.3. Consider xı
k
from cg(w), 1  k  , and suppose that Assump-
tions 1–3 holds true for a function %; %C  wC. Let dk WD max¹ı; ıŒ%k º. If
x 2 H , for a function  ;  ./  , then
kx  xıkk  2.1C 2.2C 2/C1/ .‚1% .dk//C
3
‚%.˛k/
ı:
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Proof. First, for any positive increasing function  we have that  ./   ."/
whenever 0 <   ". Therefore (4.2) yields
kx  xıkk   ."/C
2
‚%."/
dk C 1
‚%.˛k/
ı; (4.5)
for x 2 H and 0 < " < 1;k . Let " WD ‚1% .2dk/: To obtain an error bound
we consider two cases.
If " < ˛k then we use (4.5) with " D " to have
kx  xıkk  2 .‚1% .2dk//C
1
‚%.˛k/
ı:
Otherwise "  ˛k , and we use (4.5) with " WD ˛k . Let us temporarily abbreviate
c./ WD .2C 2/C1. Lemma 4.1 allows to bound ıŒ%
k
and we have
kx  xıkk   .˛k/C
2
‚%.˛k/
dk C 1
‚%.˛k/
ı
  .˛k/C 2
‚%.˛k/
.ı C c./‚% .˛k//C 1
‚%.˛k/
ı
 .1C 2c.// .˛k/C 3
‚%.˛k/
ı
 .1C 2c.// .‚1% .2dk//C
3
‚%.˛k/
ı
 2.1C 2c.// .‚1% .dk//C
3
‚%.˛k/
ı;
since  ı‚1% ./  1, see §3.1. The proof is complete.
4.2 Proof of the main result
By using the weak discrepancy principle from Definition 1.6, and under Assump-
tion 3 we get a suitable bound for ıŒ%
k
from above by its very definition, and this
already provides us with the correct order of the first term in the error decomposi-
tion from Proposition 4.3, since then dkDP  	ı. To establish a bound for the sec-
ond term, we need a lower bound for ˛kDP , and hence an upper bound for jr 0kDP.0/j.
This will be accomplished by using Assumption 4 in addition to Assumption 3.
Lemma 4.4. Let xı
k
D gk.A/zı be obtained from cg(w), and let kDP be according
to the weak discrepancy principle from Definition 1.6 with 	 > 1. Suppose As-
sumptions 1–4 hold. If the function % is majorized by the weight w .%C  wC/,
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x 2 H for a function  ;  ./  , and ifm	 > 2 then there are two constants
1  C.;m; 	/ < 1 and 0 < .;m; 	/  1 such that
jr 0kDP.0/j  C.;m; 	/
1
‚1% ..;m; 	/ı/
: (4.6)
Proof. If kDP D 0, then jr 0kDP.0/j D 0 and there is nothing to prove. From now on
assume kDP  1. Using k from (3.5) we have that
jr 0kDP.0/j  kDP C jr 0kDP1.0/j:
By the definition of kDP and by Lemma 4.1 we find that
m	  1
.2C 2/C1 ı  ‚% .˛kDP1/:
We temporarily abbreviate Nc WD .m	  1/=.2C 2/C1, and thus find that
jr 0kDP1.0/j 
1
‚1% . Ncı/
: (4.7)
Let ;   1 be positive factors which will be fixed later and can depend only
on m; 	 and , and such that m	  1   Nc > 0. The announced result will be
established by taking  D 1, but we introduce slightly more generality here for the
purpose of a discussion coming after the proof. Put " WD ‚1% . Ncı/. By virtue
of (4.7) we have that "  1;kDP1. We want to establish that kDP is of the order
1=", and we shall use Lemma 3.2. Taking into account that % is majorized by the
weight w we have that
kE"w.A/zık D
 Z "
0C
w2./
%2./
%2./dkEzık2
 1
2
(4.8)
 w."/
%."/
.k%.A/.zı  Ax/k C kE"%.A/Axk/
 w."/
%."/
.ı C‚% ."//
 w."/
%."/
.ı C‚% ."//
D w."/
%."/
.1C  Nc/ı: (4.9)
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For every " < 1;k and k we have that
ı
Œ%
k
D k%.A/rk.A/zık  kE"%.A/rk.A/zık C k.I E"/%.A/rk.A/zık
 kE"%.A/zık C %."/
w."/
ı
Œw
k
 ı C kE"%.A/Axk C %."/
w."/
ı
Œw
k
 ı C‚% ."/C %."/
w."/
ı
Œw
k
:
Letting " D " and k WD kDP  1, and by Remark 1.7 this yields
m	ı  ıŒ%
kDP1  .1C  Nc/ı C
%."/
w."/
ı
Œw
kDP1; (4.10)
and consequently, that
ı  1
m	   Nc  1
%."/
w."/
ı
Œw
kDP1:
Combining with (4.9) gives
kE"w.A/zık 
w."/
%."/
%."/
w."/
1C  Nc
m	   Nc  1ı
Œw
kDP1: (4.11)
In the particular case  D 1, we obtain
kE"w.A/zık 
1C  Nc
m	   Nc  1ı
Œw
kDP1: (4.12)
Inserting this into (3.9) of Lemma 3.2 we see that
1  1C  Nc
m	  1   Nc C
1p
"kDP
:
Assuming m	 > 2, we can choose  small enough (depending only on 	;m;) so
that 1C Nc
m	 Nc1 < 1.
This gives, for a suitable constant Oc > 0 that
kDP  Oc
1
"
D Oc
‚1% . Ncı/
;
from which the proof can easily be completed.
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Remark 4.5. The requirement m	 > 2 can be relaxed to the natural m	 > 1 in
many cases. First, if w D %, then ıŒw
k
D cıŒ%
k
. In this case we use (4.9) and the
left-hand side bound in (4.10), and we let  D 1, to deduce that kE"w.A/zık 
1C Nc
m	
ı
Œw
kDP1. We can choose  small enough so that the factor is < 1.
Secondly, if there is a constant  > 0 such that 
  w
%
./, then we have
w."/
%."/
%."/
w."/
 
 :
We can first choose  such thatm	  1  Nc > 0. Then we choose  small enough
(depending only on 	;m; and  ) such that the factor in (4.11) is< 1. This covers
the monomial cases as treated in [2]. However, it is not clear what happens in the
“intermediate” case, i.e., when w strictly majorizes % but w
%
is not minorized by
a power.
Before turning to the order optimality of cg(w) under the weak discrepancy
principle from Definition 1.6 we shall initially discuss the possibility of having
small data.
Lemma 4.6. If k%.A/zık  Cı then the zero solution yields an optimal (up to
a factor 2.1C C/) solution for any x 2 H with data zı .
Specifically, we have that kxk  2.1C C/ .‚1% .ı//; ı > 0:
Proof. We bound
kxk  kE"xk C k.I E"/xk
 kE"xk C 1
‚%."/
k.I E"/%.A/Axk
 kE"xk C 1
‚%."/
k%.A/Axk:
Under the smallness assumption we have that
k%.A/Axk  k%.A/.Ax  zı/k C k%.A/zık  .1C C/ı;
and also under smoothness assumption for x that kE"xk   ."/. By letting
" WD ‚1% .ı/ we complete the proof.
Remark 4.7. The above result holds in much greater generality. We explain this
by using the modulus of continuity of the (conditionally stable) Moore–Penrose
inverse AC of A as introduced in §2.1. It is well known, that for symmetric and
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convex setsM this quantity provides a lower bound for any reconstruction, see [1].
In addition, for ellipsoidal sets (images of balls of linear operators in Hilbert space)
this is attained, cf. [9] for the original paper, and [4] for a recent treatment. By
similar reasoning as above we obtain for every centrally symmetric convex set
M  X that
kx  0k D kxk  !%.AC;M; .1C C/ı/  .1C C/!%.AC;M; ı/:
This even gives optimality up to a factor 1 C C beyond smoothness classes H ,
see Fact 1.
Proof of the main result. If there is no immediate stop (kDP  1), then the bounds
from Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 allow to prove the error bound. Indeed,
then we have that dk  	ı, bounding the first term in the error decomposition.
Lemma 4.4 provides us with
˛k 
‚1% .ı/
C
;
with C  1 and   1 only depending on .;m; 	/. This implies, for some
positive constant c.;m; 	/, that
‚%.˛k/  c.;m; 	/‚%.‚1% .ı//;
by using that ‚%  1, see §3.1. This allows to bound
1
‚%.˛k/
ı  1
c.;m; 	/
ı
‚%.‚
1
% .ı//
D 1
c.;m; 	/
 .‚1% .ı//
 1
c.;m; 	/
 .‚1% .ı//;
proving the assertion in this case. On the other hand, if kDP D 0, Lemma 4.6
applies (with C WD 	 ), and completes the proof in this case.
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